Exclusion rules, bottlenecks and the evolution of stochastic phenotype switching
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Stochastic phenotype switching—often considered a bet hedging or risk-reducing strategy—can enhance the probability of survival in fluctuating environments. A recent experiment provided direct evidence for an adaptive origin by showing the de novo evolution of switching in bacterial populations propagated under a selective regime that captured essential features of the host immune response. The regime involved strong frequency-dependent selection realized via dual imposition of an exclusion rule and population bottleneck. Applied at the point of transfer between environments, the phenotype common in the current environment was assigned a fitness of zero and was thus excluded from participating in the next round (the exclusion rule). In addition, also at the point of transfer, and so as to found the next bout of selection, a single phenotypically distinct type was selected at random from among the survivors (the bottleneck). Motivated by this experiment, we develop a mathematical model to explore the broader significance of key features of the selective regime. Through a combination of analytical and numerical results, we show that exclusion rules and population bottlenecks act in tandem as potent selective agents for stochastic phenotype switching, such that even when initially rare, and when switching engenders a cost in Malthusian fitness, organisms with the capacity to switch can invade non-switching populations and replace non-switching types. Simulations demonstrate the robustness of our findings to alterations in switching rate, fidelity of exclusion, bottleneck size, duration of environmental state and growth rate. We also demonstrate the relevance of our model to a range of biological scenarios such as bacterial persistence and the evolution of sex.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Organisms must keep pace with environmental change to avoid extinction. A common mechanism is the generation of phenotypic variation. Recognized strategies range from phenotypic plasticity [1], whereby individual organisms modulate their behaviour or phenotype to match prevailing conditions, to bet hedging [2–5], where phenotypes arise stochastically without prior knowledge of the environment. While there is general recognition that plasticity is favoured in environments with reliable informational cues, and bet hedging in temporally fluctuating, or course-grained (unpredictable) environments [5–7], defining the precise set of conditions for the evolution of any one strategy poses numerous challenges [8].

The capacity to switch stochastically between heritable phenotypic states is common in bacteria. Observed initially as variation in the morphology of colonies arising from single clones of certain bacterial pathogens [9] (and underpinned by specific mutational mechanisms [10]), recent work shows stochastic switching to be a near universal feature of living systems [11,12], arising from little other than molecular noise [12–16].

There are at least three instances among bacteria where the case for stochastic phenotype switching as adaption has been argued. In the case of bacterial persistence, cells switch stochastically between growing and non-growing (persister) states [17]. This can be adaptive in the face of periodic encounters with antibiotics despite the cost associated with non-growing cells [18,19]. A similar argument explains the competence to non-compete switch for natural DNA transformation in the soil bacterium Bacillus subtilis [14]. Like the persister state, competence is associated with periods of non-growth in an otherwise growing population and can be beneficial, despite the cost, provided the population periodically encounters conditions that kill growing cells [20].

The third example comes from obligate commensals—and sometime pathogens—of humans, such as Haemophilus influenzae (reviewed in [10,21]). Survival of H. influenzae depends on the avoidance of recognition by the host immune response. Given that moment-by-moment fluctuations in the state of the immune response cannot be predicted [22], H. influenzae would appear to survive by hedging its evolutionary bets. This it achieves via mutational mechanisms which cause genes involved in critical interactions with the host to switch stochastically between expression states. In conjunction with population growth, the capacity to switch means that highly polymorphic populations emerge rapidly from limiting and initially...
uniform inocula. The net effect is to ensure that the risk of immune detection is spread among variable offspring, each of which has some chance of avoiding recognition. What ecological circumstances might promote the evolution of such a strategy?

Consider once again *H. influenzae*: during the course of colonizing a new host, the bacterium faces fluctuating and unpredictable conditions as the specific effects wrought by the immune response are numerous. For example, *H. influenzae* experiences environmental fluctuations with varying dynamics and degrees of uncertainty; whether or not bet hedging evolves depends on many factors [19,23–29], including the existence and reliability of environmental cues [5–7], the capacity of the population to respond via mutation and selection [24,30], the nature of the fitness landscape [27,31] and the cost–benefit balance of different strategies [19,23,27,30].

But fluctuating selection is likely to exert additional population effects. For example, as *H. influenzae* populations increase in size, types not detected by the immune response stand a chance of becoming common: however, common types are likely to be detected and eliminated. At the moment of detection the population experiences strong frequency-dependent selection: types that were common are eliminated and concomitantly the population collapses. Re-establishment of the population is via rare types that avoided immune detection.

In a recent experiment, Beaumont et al. [32] allowed populations of bacteria to evolve in the face of a selective regime that mimicked the dynamic fluctuations described above. Specifically, populations of *Pseudomonas fluorescens*—a bacterium that does not undergo visible phenotypic switching—were subjected to strong frequency-dependent selection wrought by repeated imposition of an exclusion rule and bottleneck. Applied at the point of transfer between environments, the phenotype common in the current environment was assigned a fitness of zero and was thus excluded from participating in the next round (the exclusion rule). In addition, also at the point of transfer, and so as to find the next bout of selection, a single phenotypically distinct type was selected at random from among the survivors (the bottleneck). In two of 12 replicate lines, stochastic switching types evolved after eight successive rounds of fluctuating selection—each punctuated by concomitant imposition of the exclusion rule and bottleneck. The authors suggested that the exclusion rule selected for phenotypic innovation, whereas the bottleneck negated the cost of bet hedging by eliminating competition with conspecifics.

Here, motivated by the experiment of Beaumont et al. [32], we use a simple mathematical model to explore the competitive benefits of switching in populations subjected to repeated bouts of frequency-dependent selection imposed via exclusion rules and bottlenecks. We do so in order to assess the robustness and generality of the ecological conditions defined by the experiment of Beaumont et al. [32] for the evolution of stochastic switching. Using mathematical and computer simulation models, we show that even when initially rare and when switching engenders a cost in Malthusian fitness, organisms with this capacity can invade non-switching populations and replace non-switching phenotypes.

### 2. MODEL AND METHODS

To examine effects due to exclusion rules and bottlenecks—two separable facets of frequency-dependent selection—we propose a simple model of four competing phenotypes: *X*₁, *X*₂, *S*₄ and *S*₅ (figure 1). Each phenotype reproduces asexually giving rise to a copy of itself, or, with a smaller probability, any of the other three phenotypes. Although the system is fully connected, the *S* phenotypes are designated ‘switchers’ and the *X* phenotypes ‘non-switchers’. The difference in nomenclature reflects the nature and magnitude of the transition between phenotypes. We assume, although it is not critical, that the *X* phenotypes are different genotypes and a mutation is required for the transition between *X*₁ and *X*₂. In contrast, *S*₄ and *S*₅ are different epigenetic states of the same genotype and, thus, transitions between *S*₄ and *S*₅ occur more often.

While in biological systems we expect different phenotypes to possess different growth rates or transition probabilities, here we assume that these parameters are identical for each of the switching and non-switching phenotypes. This assumption allows a simplification of the analytical calculations in order to focus on the effects of transition rates. Later in the simulations, these assumptions are relaxed for the switching phenotypes in order to investigate the case where switchers grow at different rates.

In practice, many different types of non-switching phenotypes can arise by mutation. We consider *X*₂ to encompass the complete repertoire of non-switching phenotypes that can arise from *X*₁. We expect such events to be more common than transitions between switching and non-switching types. Thus, the transition between non-switching phenotypes (*m*₄) is greater than the mutation rate between non-switching and switching types (*m*₅ > *m*₆, *m*₇).

The system is closed, mitigating effects attributable to migration, but the model can account for such effects. The probability that a new type arises depends on the mutation supply rate, thus in exponential growth mutation supply will be high. If the probability of an organism invading is of the same order of magnitude as the mutation supply rate (or less), then the model can accommodate new phenotypes by invasion rather than mutation.

We describe the model depicted in figure 1 with a system of ordinary differential equations (equations (2.1)) similar to those used elsewhere [23,25,27,30]. Here the growth rates (*k*₁ and *k*₂) are several orders of magnitude greater than the transitions between phenotypes. The system at (*t* = 0) is founded by *X*₁, so any types present at future times must originate from *X*₁. Types grow exponentially for short periods and without any frequency-dependent effects.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dX_1}{dt} &= (k_1 - m_1 - 2m_3)X_1 + m_1X_2 + m_2(S_4 + S_5), \\
\frac{dX_2}{dt} &= (k_1 - m_1 - 2m_3)X_2 + m_1X_1 + m_2(S_4 + S_5), \\
\frac{dS_4}{dt} &= (k_2 - m_4 - 2m_6)S_4 + m_6S_A + m_7(X_1 + X_2), \\
\frac{dS_5}{dt} &= (k_2 - m_4 - 2m_6)S_5 + m_6S_A + m_7(X_1 + X_2).
\end{align*}
\] (2.1)
Figure 1. Model of switcher evolution. (a) $X_1$ and $X_2$ are non-switching phenotypes that grow according to rate $k_1$. $X_1$ can generate $X_2$ and vice versa by mutation ($m_x$). $S_A$ and $S_B$ phenotypes grow at a rate $k_2$ and are the same genotype: they stochastically switch at a rate greater than spontaneous mutation ($m_s$). The routes between $X$ and $S$ phenotypes, $m_{1,1}$ and $m_{2,2}$, occur via mutation. The model depicts the system during one round of growth in a constant environment. When populations experience multiple rounds of growth they do so in the face of a regime that involves frequency-dependent selection realized via dual imposition of an exclusion rule and population bottleneck (see text). Applied at the end of each round, the phenotype common during the current round is assigned a fitness of zero and is thus excluded from participating in the next round (the exclusion rule). Concomitantly, the population passes through a bottleneck and is re-established from one (or a small number) of phenotypically distinct types selected at random from among the survivors (blue, $m_x$; red, $m_1$ black, $m_{1,1}$; green, $m_2$). (b) A flowchart depicting the algorithm governing the stochastic simulations during one round of growth and selection. Inoculum added to a pristine environment begins a round of growth which continues for a set time (the round length), after which an exclusion rule and bottleneck (highlighted) are applied. The bottleneck determines the inoculum for the next round of growth and selection.
To determine the effect of different transition rates, growth rates for all phenotypes are set to the same value $k$ (i.e. $k_1 = k_2 = k$). In subsequent simulations, we handicap switchers by reducing their growth rates. At this stage, there is no cost to switching. We solve the system (equations (2.1)) for the time-varying concentrations and obtain a sum of exponential terms for each phenotype (equations (2.2)).

\[
X_1(t) = \frac{m_1}{2m_1 + 2m_2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} + \frac{m_2}{2m_1 + 2m_2} e^{kt} + \frac{1}{2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} X_2(0) + \frac{1}{2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} X_2(0)
\]

\[
X_2(t) = \frac{m_1}{2m_1 + 2m_2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} + \frac{m_2}{2m_1 + 2m_2} e^{kt} - \frac{1}{2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} X_2(0) - \frac{1}{2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} X_2(0)
\]

\[
S_A(t) = \frac{-m_1}{2m_1 + 2m_2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} + \frac{m_1}{2m_1 + 2m_2} e^{kt} + \frac{1}{2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} S_A(0) + \frac{1}{2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} S_A(0)
\]

\[
S_B(t) = \frac{-m_1}{2m_1 + 2m_2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} + \frac{m_1}{2m_1 + 2m_2} e^{kt} - \frac{1}{2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} S_B(0) - \frac{1}{2} e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t} S_B(0)
\]

(2.2)

The equations for $S_A$ and $S_B$ are identical as they start with the same concentration and their dynamics are governed by the same equation. The equations for $X_1$ and $X_2$ differ only in the third term which is the sole appearance of the term $m_1$. In contrast, the switching rate between $S_A$ and $S_B$, $m_1$ does not appear in the solution. Because the initial population began with an $X$ type, the growth of both $S_A$ and $S_B$ depends on $m_1$ not on the switching rate. Furthermore, since the $m_1$ term is not biased, it has no net effect and does not factor into their growth. If the initial concentrations were different there would be an $e^{(k-2m_1-2m_2)t}$ term (the fourth eigenvalue of the system), but here its coefficient is zero.

Since the system is fully connected, the proportion of each phenotype tends towards a fixed value as $t \to \infty$. The transition rates are small enough in magnitude ($\ll 10^{-2}$, and as low as approx. $10^{-7}$) that for the time intervals considered ($t < 10$) the proportions of each type are far from equilibrium.

If after a short amount of growth ($m_{12}, m_{13} \ll 10^{-12}$) a type is randomly chosen without excluding any from the lottery, the probability of selecting a non-switching phenotype is solely dependent on the transition rates $m_{13}$ and $m_{23}$ (equation (2.3), where $S(t) = S_A(t) + S_B(t)$). The $m_1$ term does not appear because of the initial conditions; the $m_2$ term does not appear because there is no advantage to switching when the initial type ($X_1$) is not excluded. Thus far the conditions are symmetric so had the initial phenotype been a switcher, $S_A$ or $S_B$, equation (2.3) would still apply; however, the terms $m_{13}$ and $m_{23}$ would be swapped. Consequently, in the absence of an exclusion rule, there is no advantage to switching

\[
\frac{X_1(t) + X_2(t)}{S(t) + X_1(t) + X_2(t)} = \frac{m_{12}}{m_{11} + m_{12}} + \frac{m_{11}}{m_{11} + m_{12}} e^{-2t(m_{11} + m_{12})}.
\]

(2.3)

If, however, a type is randomly selected while excluding the initial phenotype $X_1$, the probability of selecting a non-switching phenotype will depend on the rate $m_3$ as well as on the transition rate $m_4$ (equation (2.4), where $S(t) = S_A(t) + S_B(t)$). Owing to the symmetrical nature of the system, if switcher $S_A$ were the founding type then the probability of selecting switcher $S_B$ would follow equation (2.4), with $m_1$ replacing $m_3$ and $m_2$ replacing $m_4$. Here, we see a direct advantage for switching. Indeed, with the exclusion rule in place selection rewards types that switch at high rates. For example, the probability of losing a non-switcher after it is inoculated (choose $S$ instead of $X_2$ if $X_1$ were the initial phenotype) can be as high as $10^4$ times more likely than losing a switcher $[m_1 = 10^{-7}, m_{12} = 10^{-7}, m_4 = 10^{-6}]$

\[
\frac{X_2(t)}{S(t) + X_2(t)} = \frac{m_3}{m_1 + m_2}.
\]

(2.4)

### 3. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

The above calculations show the benefit of stochastic phenotype switching via the proportion of switching and non-switching phenotypes after just one period of growth. Yet, over the course of evolution many rounds of growth and selection occur. After each period of growth the number of switchers selected for future rounds follows a hyper-geometric distribution and depends on the actual number of each species in the population. In addition, our approach holds for large numbers of bacteria yet stringent bottlenecks can reduce the population to a single entity. Stochastic events early in a round of growth such as a chance mutation will have downstream effects when selection acts. To capture the stochastic dynamics of exponential growth expanding from an initially small number of bacteria as well as the long-term effects of repeated rounds of growth and selection, we used the Monte Carlo scheme outlined in figure 1b.

In the simulation, every time either $S_A$ or $S_B$ changes there is a probability of $10^{-3}$ that it will generate another switcher phenotype. This value is in the same order of magnitude as experimental models of switchers [26,33,34]. While we expect biological mutation probabilities between $10^{-6}$ and $10^{-9}$ [33,35,36], we chose higher values to make a mutation likely to occur during each round of the simulation. Thus, there is a probability of $10^{-4}$ that a non-switching type ($X_1$ or $X_2$) will produce a mutant of the other non-switching type, i.e. an $X_1$ will produce and $X_2$ or vice versa. This conservative estimate means that the non-switching type can be viewed as a ‘slower switcher’, only 10 times slower than $S$. We set the probability at which a switching type will mutate to a non-switching type, or vice versa, to $10^{-5}$.

Each time an organism reproduces, we randomly sample from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 to determine whether it breeds true or produces a different phenotype. For example, when an $X_1$ divides it will produce another $X_1$ with a probability $1 - 2m_{13} - m_{13}$, an $X_2$ with probability $m_{13}$, an $S_A$ with probability $m_{14}$, or an $S_B$ with probability $m_{14}$. Although, we assume that an entity cannot change state during a round, relaxing this assumption does not fundamentally alter the results. Permitting such state changes is equivalent to increasing the probabilities of transitions.

The division times for cells are governed by a Gaussian distribution [37] with a mean division time determined by the phenotype and a constant coefficient of variation.
Unless specified, the mean division time for non-switching phenotypes is 0.20 time units and is 0.25 time units for switching phenotypes. Using exponentially distributed division times instead of Gaussian distributed division times did not alter the main findings. We continue these divisions for 3.5 time units which is of the same order as employed by Beaumont et al. [32] and the time the human immune system takes to identify and respond to a pathogen [38]. The computer code for the simulations is provided in the electronic supplementary material.

The mathematical analysis shows that the exclusion rule favours switching phenotypes when the growth rates for non-switching and switching types are identical. In biological systems, however, we expect switching to impose a burden [25,27,31]. Because a switcher stochastically generates different phenotypes, it is likely that at least one type will be maladapted to the prevailing conditions. The cost of switching, therefore, is diminished ecological performance and consequently a reduced growth rate for at least one of the phenotypes. In the simulation, the cost is encoded as a 25 per cent longer doubling time for the switcher (both $S_A$ and $S_B$): 0.25 time units as opposed to 0.20 time units for non-switching phenotypes. Unlike previous work, we apply a cost to both switcher types so that it is less fit in both environments. The switcher, therefore, is equivalent to a slow-growing mutant whose only advantage is being able to randomly generate two phenotypes.

Figure 2 shows the results of the simulation for 10 000 rounds of growth and selection. At each round the population passes through a bottleneck such that each new round starts from a single randomly chosen entity ($X_1(t) + X_2(t) + S_A(t) + S_B(t) = \text{bottleneck size}$). The population size before the bottleneck depends on the inoculated type and the stochasticity in the time to division. Typically, if inoculated with one entity, the population reaches $10^4$ to $10^5$. In
the absence of the exclusion rule, the combination of the switcher’s longer doubling time and the conservative mutation rate between non-switching phenotypes (\(m_n\)) means that the switcher is rarely selected (figure 2a). As predicted from the mathematical analysis, lack of an exclusion rule favours the inoculated phenotype. Occasionally a transition occurs because of a chance mutation that happens early. If, on the other hand, the exclusion rule is applied (at \(t = \text{round length, inoculated type}\), say \(X(t) = 0\) then we see that the switcher does significantly better—even outperforming the non-switching phenotypes (figure 2b). Since the exclusion rule prevents the same phenotype from being selected twice in a row, the growth advantage of the non-switching phenotypes is offset by its reliance on mutation to generate new phenotypes. In environments governed by an exclusion rule, therefore, it is more advantageous to evolve switching phenotypes than faster growth rates.

To assess how stringent the exclusion rule must be to favour switchers, we varied the proportion of the immediate ancestor excluded. The switcher is selected more than half of the time until the exclusion rule is relaxed to the point where the amount of the immediate ancestor available to seed the next round is of the same order of magnitude as the novel phenotypes (figure 2c). The exclusion rule, therefore, can be relaxed without jeopardizing the success of the switcher.

With the exclusion rule in place, switchers overcome the cost of growing 25 per cent more slowly. To determine how robust switching is to a reduction in growth rate, we simulated the model for a range of doubling times from parity to a twofold increase (figure 3a). The switcher was selected over 60 per cent of the rounds until the doubling time of the switcher was twice that of the non-switching phenotypes. We repeated the simulations extending the round length from 3.5 to 4.0 time units: the switcher was still selected approximately 50 per cent of the rounds at a doubling time of 0.4. Extending doubling time to 0.8 does not significantly change the probability of selecting a switcher. This suggests that if round lengths are short enough (i.e. selection occurs quickly) then the evolutionary advantage to switching can more than compensate for the cost associated with a reduced growth rate.

The exclusion rule hampers non-switching phenotypes because they must rely on reduced mutation rates to produce a new phenotype. So far we have held the mutation probability between \(X_1\) and \(X_2\) to be \(10^{-4}\). We vary this probability from \(10^{-5}\) to \(10^{-3}\), the lowest and highest probabilities used in the simulations, and calculate the number of times a switcher is selected (figure 3b). At a mutation probability of \(10^{-5}\) the switcher wins over 90 per cent of the rounds, but as the mutation probability increases past \(3.0 \times 10^{-4}\) the switcher loses more often than the non-switching phenotypes.

The previous simulations used rounds lasting 3.5 time units, mimicking the speed of immune responses [38] and the short round lengths used by Beaumont et al. [32]. Yet, the round length affects the number of bacteria and, consequently, both the likelihood of a mutation and the impact of the growth disparity. We varied the round length between 3.0 and 6.0 time units and calculated how often a switcher was selected (figure 3c). For very short round lengths (\(t < 3.0\)), few cell divisions occur, offering few opportunities for new types to arise by mutation. Thus, when an experiment is founded with a non-switching phenotype there is insufficient time for a switching phenotype to appear and vice versa. As the round length increases (above 3.0 time units) opportunity for new types to arise by mutation increases: should a switcher be selected as the next inoculum its capacity to generate a novel type at high frequency means that it will readily outcompete non-switching types. With further increases in round length, faster growing non-switching phenotypes outpace the slower dividing switcher.

Throughout these simulations, we have maintained a strict bottleneck in which only one bacterium is chosen to inoculate a future round. Previous research has investigated the role of bottlenecks in selecting for fitness-improving mutations and subsequent effects on population fitness [35,39–41]. Here, our interest is on the effect of bottleneck events on the evolution of switching types with reduced growth rates. The major effect of such events is to eliminate competition with conspecifics. We repeated the simulations using different bottleneck sizes (from 1 to 501 in figure 3d). In each case, the bottleneck size also determined the initial number of bacteria for the next round. We applied the exclusion rule by preventing the most frequent phenotype inoculated from passing on to the next round. Because the switcher does not grow as fast as the non-switching types, the switcher benefits from smaller bottleneck sizes. As the bottleneck size increases from 1 to 10, there is an almost 20 per cent decrease in the probability of selecting a switcher. Larger bottlenecks permit faster growing, non-switching types to pass through to the next round where they can outgrow switching types. The benefit accruing to switchers arises from the fact that competition with more fit, non-switching types is eliminated [42]. The curve in figure 3d reaches an asymptote because for large bottlenecks, i.e. large inoculation sizes, there is a high probability that all possible phenotypes will arise in the first round of cell division.

The defining characteristic of a switcher is its rate of generating a different phenotype. Both experimental and theoretical studies have shown that if one phenotype grows poorly in an environment then the switching rate should be tuned to the rate at which the environments fluctuate [19,23,25–27,30,31]. In these studies there was a fitness trade-off such that the each type had a preferred environment. In our model, the switcher shows no such specialization and the exclusion rule no such specificity. We calculate the switching rate that ensures a switcher the best chance of being selected over two rounds of growth and selection (figure 4a). Because our switching phenotypes do not specialize to environments the optimal switching rate is symmetric so that \(S_A\) produces \(S_B\) at the same rate as \(S_B\) produces \(S_A\). Additionally, the switcher is rewarded for infidelity: the best strategy is to immediately produce the opposite phenotype, ensuring the switcher a chance to be selected for the next round. The contours demonstrate that a switcher can tolerate a biased switching rate and still be selected; as long as the switching rate is at least an order of magnitude above the non-switching phenotype’s mutation rate, the switcher dominates. If the switcher is biased such that one phenotype grows poorly (figure 4b), the optimal switching rate is also biased. Like previous theoretical work [25,27,31,38], the switching rate favours the faster growing phenotype. Nonetheless, the switcher can be
selected over two rounds with greater than 50 per cent probability if the switching rate is biased against the faster grower.

4. DISCUSSION

Our mathematical model and ensuing simulations show that the de novo evolution of stochastic phenotype switching observed in the experiment of Beaumont et al. [32] was unlikely to have been a result of chance. Together, exclusion rules and population bottlenecks—two complementary faces of frequency dependent selection—define a set of ecological conditions that select for stochastic phenotype switching, such that even when initially rare, and when switching engenders a cost in Malthusian fitness, organisms with the capacity to switch can invade non-switching populations and replace non-switching types. Simulations demonstrate the robustness of our findings to alterations in switching rate, fidelity of exclusion, bottleneck size, duration of environmental state and growth rate.

In addition to a general recipe for the evolution of stochastic switching, the theoretical work makes a number of experimentally testable predictions. Firstly, it suggests that evolution of switcher genotypes in the experiment of Beaumont et al. [32], while requiring the exclusion rule and bottleneck, was not dependent upon alternating...
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Figure 4. Optimal switching rate. (a) The probability a switcher is selected over two rounds plotted for different switching probabilities. The switching phenotypes are identical so the contours are symmetric through the identity line (dashed). The surface is highest when each phenotype is more likely to produce the opposite phenotype. This strategy ensures that there is at least one organism of each phenotype guaranteeing a high probability of passing through to the next round. (b) Contour plot as in (a) except the $S_B$ phenotype grows with a doubling time of 0.5 rather than 0.25. The switching rate provides an advantage to the faster growing phenotype, but switchers have higher probabilities of surviving two rounds of selection, despite a suboptimal switching probability.

periods of selection in contrasting environments. Frequent imposition of the exclusion rule and bottleneck to populations propagated in either static or shaken microcosms would have alone been sufficient. However, from a practical point of view, transferring populations between static and shaking environments is likely to have increased the chances of identifying phenotypically distinct types because of opportunity to experimentally impose the exclusion rule. Secondly, the model predicts that fluctuating selection is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for the evolution of stochastic switching. Fluctuating selection need not generate strong frequency-dependent selection: in the absence of phenotypic exclusion switchers are unlikely to evolve. Thirdly, altering the experimental design to increase round length or decrease potency of the bottleneck is predicted to make selection of switchers less likely. Fourthly, the model predicts that switchers will persist over the long term, provided exclusion rules and bottlenecks remain features of the selective environment.

The model also predicts that the phenotypic states achieved by the stochastic switching types are of secondary significance. A selective regime involving strong frequency-dependent selection selects entities that generate phenotypic novelty: our model shows that these entities can be adaptive despite poor ecological performance of each phenotypic state. In this regard there is a close parallel with the interaction between pathogenic bacteria and the host immune response: antigen recognition ensures that bacteria experience frequent and repeated population bottlenecks and phenotypic exclusion [10,25]. Survival in the face of such a challenge stems from avoidance of recognition (being different), rather than generation of types fit to different manifestations of the external environment. Both the experiment and theory developed here, emphasizes bet hedging as an adaptive response, not just to changes in the environment, but to change itself [2,4,5].

In contrast to previous theoretical work [19,25,27,30,31], we did not require a fit between phenotypic and environmental states: switcher types grew more slowly than their non-switching counterparts in all environments. This removed the constraint that a switcher must not only evolve a switch but also produce two phenotypes adapted to different environmental states. By focusing solely on the emergence of the capacity to switch—and showing that switching can invade from rare despite significant costs—our work sheds light on the evolutionary origins of bet hedging and has further relevance for the more general problem of the evolution of genetic switches. Clearly, the capacity to stochastically switch can be in-and-of-itself adaptive, even when the ecological performance of variant types is poor: the key evolutionary innovation would thus appear to be the capacity to switch, with the fit between phenotypic and environmental states likely to be the product of further evolutionary refinement. A further distinction between our model and other recent studies [19,25,27,30,31] is incorporation of a stringent bottleneck. The bottleneck means that arithmetic gains in population growth during one round of selection are lost upon transfer to the next round. This reduces the barrier a switcher faces in order to go to fixation.

While we have not stated a specific mechanism of stochastic switching our model is likely to be applicable to a range of possible scenarios. The fully connected model (figure 1) applies to switchers that move between phenotypic states by an epigenetic mechanism where $X_1$ generates by a single mutation types $S_A$ or $S_B$ (or $X_2$). In many organisms switching between states involves DNA sequence change such that $X_1$ generates $S_A$ (or $X_3$), with $S_B$ realizable following an additional mutation. Omitting direct connections between $X_1$ and $S_B$ (and also $S_A$ and $X_2$) should not significantly change the results as it would amount to reducing the $m_1$ and $m_2$ rates by 0.5. This does not affect either $m_3$ or $m_4$ and essentially makes transitions between non-switching phenotypes and switching phenotypes occur less often. Thus, a switcher may take longer to rise to prominence but once it does it will dominate for longer periods.
In order to keep the model both simple and general, several assumptions were made that mark a departure from strict biological reality. Firstly, we assume a large pool of mutations generating novel phenotypes. Secondly, we make no distinction among mutational effects. Thirdly, perfect bottlenecks and exclusion rules were imposed in the absence of biological noise. In real systems, it is unlikely that environments will fully exclude the immediate phenotype nor restrict population size to the same number during each switch of the environment. While the effect of noise, mutations of different fitness effects and other evolutionary processes are yet to be determined, our simulations explored a number of relaxations of the strict exclusion rule and bottleneck and despite highly conservative choices of mutation and fitness parameters, we found entities capable of stochastic phenotype switching to invade from rare over a broad range of conditions.

An additional issue arises from the fact that we place our work in the context of stochastic switching in bacteria and yet ignore the diversity of hosts and migration of bacteria between hosts. Although, we do not explicitly consider this broader scale of heterogeneity our model readily accommodates this dimension. For example, a rapidly evolving (but non-switching) and readily transmissible pathogen can reasonably be considered a switcher. Imagine a collection of hosts each carrying a non-switching pathogen that mutates to generate a new phenotype. Assuming opportunity for transmission then different non-switching pathogens migrate to different hosts and continue evolving. This is equivalent to an increase in the rate at which a non-switcher type generates a novel phenotype, i.e. $X_1 \rightarrow X_2$ happens with higher probability and is shown in figure 3.

Finally, the simple and general nature of our model means it can be readily extended to a range of biological settings characterized by fluctuating selection. For example, exclusion rules, strong bottlenecks and short round lengths are hallmarks of an effective immune response an environment where there is a high prevalence of stochastic phenotype switching [9,10,25]. Similar ecological conditions are also features of antagonistic coevolution between parasites and their hosts. Bet hedging in this instance takes the form of sexual reproduction [43] (see the electronic supplementary material for applications to the evolution of sex). The selective conditions captured by our model also tie together models of bacterial persistence [23,30] with work that investigates the effects of bottlenecks on fitness-improving mutations [35,39–41]. Exclusion rules and bottlenecks acting in tandem are analogous to a death rate or catastrophic event. In this regard our model may prove useful for exploring ecological conditions, such as those generated by antibiotic therapy, likely to promote the evolution of bacterial persistence [23,30]. The accompanying electronic supplementary material also shows how our model might be applied to the problem of bacterial persistence.
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